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A GREAT WORK OF ART: RAPHAEL'S "TRANSFIGURATION" 

The Greatest Picture in the World 

IN order to enlighten the public and aid in the 
dissemination of the knowledge and skill neces 
sary to quickly judge the value of a work of 
art, we propose to analyze, in every issue, four 

works of art, and show what makes a work of art 
Great, what makes it merely Clever or Trivial, and 
what makes it Degenerate. For our first analysis we 
will take four Paintings. 

Let us begin by restating: 

OUR CREED: 

The logical Standard of Art Measurement for a sure 
evaluation of works of art is based: on rare examples of 
the highest manifestations of the Six Elements of Art Power. 

That is to say: The greatest work of art in the world is 

that one in which we see manifested: 
First: A Subject which is Socially the most beneficent, of 

interest to the greatest number of people, and the noblest 
in Conception. 

Second: In which the Expression: on the faces of the 

figures, in the details, and in the work as a whole-expresses 
profoundly that which the work is supposed to express. 

Third: In which the Composition is the most sublime. 
Fourth: In which the Drawing of all forms is the most 

true and effective in rendering Life, above all-Ideal Life. 
Fifth: In which the Color is the most varied and rich. 

Sixth: In which the surface Technique is the most vigor 
ous, appropriate, and unoffensively individual; the whole 

work of such a Quality, and so co-ordinated, as to insure a 

result in which a Subject is expressed with the greatest 

Completeness and Harmony: so as to stir the highest emo 
tions of the largest number of cultured people for the longest 
period of time. 

We consider a work of art Great or Trivial in ratio of the 
degree to which it measures up to this Standard. 

The "Transfiguration" of Raphael has, by a ma 
jority of the cultured men and competent judges of 
the last five hundred years, been voted to be: not the 
greatest piece of painting or pigment application, 
but the greatest Picture in the world painted in oil. 

Because, First: while it is true that Christianity 
no longer dominates the world, we must remember 
that five hundred years ago it was the most domi 
nant and also beneficent force on earth. Hence, for 
the world of five hundred years ago, no higher sub 
ject nor one more beneficent could have been chosen 
by Raphael than one helping to illustrate the sublim 
ity of the mission of Christ. Therefore, for him, the 
"Transfiguration" was an essentially beneficent and 
sublime subject-since the effect of the picture was, 
and still is, to lift to a lofty emotional plane all who 
then believed, and still believe, in the divinity of 

Christ and the sublimity of His career on earth, a 
faith shaping their philosophy of life and their daily 
conduct and so, doing a profoundly effective social 
service. If this picture is socially less effective to 
day than then, it is because the church is more 
theologic than Christian and has been more bent 
upon the establishment of the aristocracy of a church 
than the democracy of Christ. 

Now, this subject was handled by a number of 
artists, before and after Raphael's time, but not 
one of them Conceived the subject on so high a plane 
and in so lofty a spirit. Compared with Raphael's 
conception all the others seem trivial-in spirit and 
execution. Hence he wins out in the First element 
of Art Power: loftiness of conception of a beneficent 
subject. 

Second: not one of the artists of the world who 
handled this subject, has produced a work in which 
the Primary expression, that is: the expression on 
the faces of the various figures and of the details, 
is so profoundly expressive of that which they are 
supposed to express: of surprise, bewilderment, im 
ploring, directing, etc. Moreover, no painter has 
expressed to a profounder degree the physical and 
spiritual power of Christ. And, then, the Secondary 
expression, i. e., that which radiates from the work 
as a whole, is so lifting and spiritual that no other 
"Transfiguration" can compare with it: from the 
standpoint of Expression. Nor does any other pic 
ture on earth radiate the same sublime spirituality 
unless we except Raphael's "Sistine Madonna." A 
volume could be written on this subject. So Raphael 

wins out in the Second element of Art Power: Ex 
pression. 

Third: no other "Transfiguration"-in fact, no 
other picture in the world-is so skilfully, scientifi 
cally and sublimely Composed. 

The public must hold fast to the fact that the 
Beauty of any work of art depends, primarily and 
above all, on the beauty: of the Pattern of the 
Lines of its Composition. We will prove this in our 
next number. 

There are three kinds of lines of beauty: Angular 
or Picturesque lines: arousing in us emotions of 

Mirth; Serpentine or Graceful lines: arousing our 
emotions of Delight; and Pyramidal or Sublime 
lines: arousing our emotions of Awe. 

All beautiful Patterns on earth or in art are com 
posed of some combination of these three kinds of 
lines, and the public must never allow itself to be 
placed in doubt of this for a moment, by anything 
any self-interested artists or critics may say, no mat 
ter who they are. 

The more angular the lines in any work of art the 
more Picturesque it is; the more serpentine the lines, 
the more Graceful; the more pyramidal, the more 
Sublime. The five greatest altar pictures in the 

world are all pyramidalized in their composition. 
It is this which gives the composition that Lifting 
power. It is this which tends to arouse in us emo 
tions of Awe-as does a sublime mountain, or the 

pyramids of Egypt. When this pyramidalization 
is skilfully veiled, as it is in this work of Raphael, 
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and, in addition, is interspersed with graceful lines, 
which always tend to arouse in us emotions of De 
light, we have a combination of two elements of 
beauty, a composition which arouses in us a complex 
emotion of Delight and Awe-the highest we are 
capable of. 

Note how successfully this combination was made 
by Raphael in this composition. Moreover, to make 
the composition still more moving, the apex of the 
Pyramid is formed by a Circle. Now, no form of 
line has more power to hold the mind captive than a 
circle. The result is in this picture that, not only is 
the attention forced upward by the pyramidalization, 
but, once there, the circle, of which the head of 
Christ is the apex, holds the mind spinning around 
the circle and forces it, recurrently, to focus itself 
on the transfigured, spiritualized and deified head of 
the Saviour. 

This invention of Raphael is the boldest in the 
history of art, and was copied later by Titian and 
others. Therefore, taking it all in all, this is the most 
wonderful Composition ever made by man, and the 
picture wins out in the Third element of Art Power: 
Composition. 

Fourth: there are various kinds of Drawing: so 
extremely exact as to be photographic, and so in 
exact as to be childish. The best drawing is that 

which is just exact enough-to escape being noticed 
-as drawing. And this is also the most difficult to 
do. No better drawing can be done than Raphael has 
done in this picture. So he wins out in the Fourth 
element of Art Power: Drawing. 

Fifth: some men who cannot draw, but have a 
color-sense, have gone so far as to say that Color 
is the main thing in all the arts. This is stupid. For 
the greatest pictures in the world make a powerful 
appeal to us in a photograph-without color; but 
one can so dispose the finest color in the world as 
to leave us absolutely cold. Moreover Raphael who 

-in his "Sposalizio"-proved he was a master-color 
ist, so modified the brilliancy of color in his "Sistine 

Madonna" that, when we first see it in Dresden, it 
disappoints us. But when we learn, that it was done 
to enhance the spirituality of the picture, we see 
how secondary color is in any work of art. Never 
theless in this picture Raphael invented one of the 

most delight-arousing color-schemes in the world. 
So, it wins out in the Fifth elemnent of Art Power: 
Color. 

Sixth: here we come to the source of most of the 
quarrels in the world of art-in poetry, in drama, 
painting, etc., most of which are childish; we refer 
to the question of-"Technique." 

By Technique, in painting, we usually mean the 
surface manner of putting on paint. 

Now, there are as many different manners of 
"painting" as there are painters. No two painters 
paint exactly alike. But most painters paint very 
nearly alike, in every epoch or "school" of painting. 
For example: it is difficult for men, not in the pro 
fession, to see the difference between the manner of 
painting of Titian and Raphael. In their epoch men 
did not think of "technique," as we do to-day. Thev 
used mostly brushes to paint. To-day men use 
brushes, spatulas, tooth-brushes, nails, pocket-knives, 
rasps, sandpaper, pumice-stone, their fingers, and 
any old thing: to arrive at a certain Quality in the 
surface of the paint. Most pictures painted thus, 
are painted so, primarily, to show what a clever 

technician the painter is. It is really, beyond a 
certain point, merely a children's game, in most 
cases. 

The best technique to be used: for the purpose 
of expressing a definite and sublime conception in 
the most powerful and effective way, is that- tech 
nique: which does not in any way attract attention 
to itself-as Paint. The moment a painter invites 
you to look at his work by exposing it in a public 
place for the exhibition in the work of mere tech 
nique or cleverness of painting skill and song-and 
dance vaudevillian tricks of "painting," he becomes 
an impertinent mountebank: in ratio of the dignity 
or sublimity and universally important nature of 
the subject he handles. In other words, technical 
"stunting," which may be perfectly proper in a 
trivial picture of a chicken-coop-and frankly made 
only to parade the vaudeville cleverness of the artist, 
as a mere skirt-dancer in paint-would be insolently 
inappropriate in a picture of so sublime a subject 
as "The Transfiguration." In such a picture the 
less the technique attracts the mind of the spectator: 
away from the sublimity of the composition and of 
the Thought aimed to be expressed, the better. The 
perfect craftsman in paint will always suit his tech 
nique to the subject he paints. Raphael did this in 
every one of his works, above all in this one. His 
technical manner is entirely his own, different to a 
certain extent from that of all his contemporaries, 
but this difference is so restrained, it is so unob 
trusive, that one does not think of stunts in tech 
nique in presence of the picture. Yet it is 
powerfully expressive of life, and of ideal life. And 
this is as it should be. So, he wins out in the Sixth 
element of Art Power: Technique. 

The total result is: that this picture, as a whole, 
is pervaded with so fine a Quality, so noble a Style, 
and so complete a Harmony between all the elements, 
that one never passes by it in the Vatican without 
taking a look at this wonderful work. It could 
serve as the basis for a complete treatise on the art 
of Picture Painting. 

When the spectator who is not foolishly prejudiced 
against all religious pictures, or the painter who is 
not a fanatical opponent of every manner of paint 
ing but the one he particularly admires, first sees 
this work, he is, inevitably, emotioned to a high 
pitch. Unfortunately, 'familiarity with anything 
dulls our capacity for being emotioned by it. Hence, 
it is wise to get away from our greatest pictures, as 

well as from our best wives, now and then, to restore 
our capacity of being emotioned by them. 

In regard to this picture Prof. W. H. Harris, 
formerly United States Commissioner of Education 
and one of the greatest scholars of his generation, 
said: "It may be safely affirmed that there is 
scarcely a picture in existence in which the indi 
vidualities are more strongly marked by internal, 
essential characteristics. 

"Above there is no figure to be mistaken. Christ 
floats toward the source of all light, the invisible 
Father, by whom all is made visible. On the right 

Moses appears in strong contrast to Elias on the left, 
the former the law-giver, the latter the spontaneous, 
fiery, eagle-eyed prophet. On the mountain top are 
the three disciples. One recognizes on the right 
hand John, gracefully bending his face down from 
the overpowering light, while on the left James hides 
his face in his humility; but Peter, the bold one, is 
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fain to gaze directly on the splendor. He turns his 
face up' in the act, but is, as on another occasion, 

mistaken in his estimate of his own endurance and 
is obliged to cover his eyes involuntarily with his 

hand. 
"Below, on the mount, are two opposed groups. 

On the right, coming from the hamlet in the dis 
tance, is the family group, of which a demoniac boy 
forms the center. They, without doubt, saw Christ 
pass on His way to this solitude, and at length con 
cluded to follow Him and test His might, which had 
been noised abroad in that region. It is easy to see 
the relationship of the whole group. First, the boy 
actually possessed, a maniac; then his father, holding 
and restraining him, a man predisposed to insanity. 
Kneeling at the right of the boy is his mother, whose 
fair Grecian face has become haggard with the trials 
she has endured from her son. Just beyond her is 

her brother, and in the shade of the mountain is her 
father. In the foreground is her sister. Back of 
the father is seen an uncle, on the father's side, of 
the demoniac boy, whose features and gestures show 
him to be affected with the family trait. Near him 
is seen the face of the father's sister, also a weak 

minded person. The whole group, at the right, are 
supplicating the nine disciples in the most earnest 

manner for relief. The disciples, grouped on the 
left, are full of sympathy, but their looks tell plainly 
that they can do nothing. By their gestures they 
seem to be saying that the Master, He who can heal 
the boy, is up on the mountain." 

This picture, the last that Raphael painted, was 
carried in the procession bearing his body to the 
tomb. It was then pronounced the greatest of Pic 
tures, and succeeding generations have but endorsed 
the estimate. 

A CLEVEk WOROK OF AkT 
"THE MAIDS OF HONOR" BY VELASQUEZ 

The Cleverest Painting in the World 
See page 61 

WE admit that it is with great works of art as with 
great kings: most people are overawed by them. 
There is in the very magnificence and elevated 
station of a king, in the cold sublimity of a mountain 
range and in the solemnity of a great Cathedral a 
certain warding-offness. Hence, while we are in 
eluctably compelled to go to see them now and then, 

we are satisfied to visit them only now and then. 
Climbing a very cold mountain is always energy-con 
suming. Hence we prefer to stroll on the comfort 
able paths of the warm, easily undulating valley. 

And, during each spiritual exaltation, we soon yearn 
for our daily round of quiet enjoyment of emotions 
of Mirth and Delight-rather than those of Awe. 

We cannot always live with the Gods. That is why 
many men, when very young, will adore, platonically, 
for a while, a queenly, intellectual woman-and then 
suddenly run off and marry a nez retrousse charm 
ing little doll. 

Moreover, intellectual emotions take precedence 
over spiritual exaltation, and nothing so arouses our 
intellectual emotions as Cleverness: that is-dex 
terity, agility, sureness of eye and touch in any 
activity. Nothing is more astonishing and admirable 
than the mere sureness of touch of a boss miller as 
he puts his hand in a grinding-box, takes a pinch of 
flour and says: "That is XXX fine" or any other 
of twenty brands-simply by rubbing the flour be 
tween his thumb and forefinger, while to us, with 
no "genius" for such a trick, every brand feels alike. 

Hence the immortality of our admiration for mas 
terly billiard playing, juggling, Paderewski's finger 
gymnastics, or the virtuosity of a painter as 
shown in a talent for obtaining the utmost pos 
sible results in the mere painting of "values," or 
correct tones, with the least apparent effort. But it 
is a negative admiration, of the mind, for a skill 

which is neither agreeable nor disagreeable to the 
soul. 

But there are some men, in whom the love of the 
sublime is so rudimentary and the love of the comic 
so active, that they are incapable of feeling any high, 
tear-compelling emotions and so they cannot com 

prehend why others should adore Michelangelo, Mil 
ton and Beethoven. These also prefer wit to senti 

ment, and only such works of art as appeal mainly to 
the mind, and stir principally the intellectual emo 
tions. Hence they admire only Clever, Intellectual 
art. And they naturally conspue all spirituality. They 
are a mediocre class-either evoluting or devoluting. 

To such, a picture like Raphael's "Transfiguration" 
is pure "punk." Especially if they are devoid of 
even an atavistic leaning toward faith in a God and 
look askance with malice at all religious belief. 

And there are more of such in the world to-day than 
ever before. And some are blatant cynics. 

The opinions of such people are absolutely worth 
less as to the real value to mankind of any work of 
art-except on questions of degrees of dexterity or 
of cleverness of Craftsmanship. They are incapable 
of passing judgment on the Social value of any work 
of art. They cannot comprehend the idea of-so 
cially beneficent art. Read Whistler's "The Red 
Rag" or his "Ten O'clock." Cleverness in art is 
their Idol. 

Now, the most clever, dextrous, skilful canvas in 
the world, the greatest piece of mere "painting" is: 

Velasquez' "Maids of Honor" in the Prado Museum 
at Madrid, to which no photograph can do justice. 

When Theophile Gautier first saw this painting he 
exclaimed: "But where is the picture?" So won 
derfully true to nature it is: in the most difficult 
thing to do in painting-atmosphere! 

The Dutch painter Vermeer, in one or two of his 
small canvases, approached, if he did not equal, this 
picture by Velasquez: in atmospheric effects. But, 

what in Vermeer's small pictures is already astonish, 
ing, is doubly so in this picture by Velasquez: be 
cause of its being about six times the size of those 
of Vermeer. 

Never did any painter manif6st -s prbdigious a 
display of skill with brush and1c'olor! 'l ' 

The picture represents Vd1$4fiez`df 3Fko, paint 
ing the portrait of the Kiif A ! effi'E6 Spain 

who are reflected in the ihrroi5"6i 1 tur 
rounded by dwarfs,-a 'da g 0g d I in 
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